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IGCSE Biology
Cambridge Primary English is a flexible, endorsed course written specifically to support Cambridge International
Examinations' curriculum framework (Stages 1-6). The resources are aimed at first language English learners, encouraging
them to actively explore, use and apply their core listening, speaking, reading and writing skills through individual, pair and
group work. Engaging activities provide opportunities for differentiated learning and promote creativity and critical thinking.
Lively international fiction, non-fiction and poetry texts are the basis for teaching reading and writing skills, including
comprehension, grammar, punctuation, phonics, spelling and handwriting. Learners also practise their spoken English to
build vocabulary and confidence through class and group discussion. Each stage contains three core components (Learner's
Book, Activity Book, and Teacher's Resource Book with accompanying CD-ROM) which are fully integrated and offer a
complete solution to teaching Cambridge Primary English. Also available are Phonics Workbooks A and B, providing an
essential foundation in phonics skills.

Edexcel IGSCE Mathematics A
Bond Verbal Reasoning Assessment Papers for 6-7 years have been designed by Bond, the number 1 provider of 11+
practice materials. This book provides practice questions that begin to establish the core skills for success in verbal
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reasoning.

IGCSE Cambridge International Mathematics (0607) Extended
The bestselling title, developed by International experts - now updated to offer comprehensive coverage of the core and
extended topics in the latest syllabus. - Covers the core and supplement sections of the updated syllabus - Supported by
the most comprehensive range of additional material, including Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books and
Revision Guides - Written by renowned, expert authors with vast experience of teaching and examining international
qualifications We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement.

Physics for CSEC
An improved, larger-format edition of the Cambridge School Shakespeare plays, extensively rewritten, expanded and
produced in an attractive new design. An active approach to classroom Shakespeare enables students to inhabit
Shakespeare's imaginative world in accessible and creative ways. Students are encouraged to share Shakespeare's love of
language, interest in character and sense of theatre. Substantially revised and extended, classroom activities are
thematically organised in distinctive 'Stagecraft', 'Write about it', 'Language in the play', 'Characters' and 'Themes' features.
Extended glossaries are aligned with the play text for easy reference. Expanded endnotes include extensive essay-writing
guidance for 'The Taming of the Shrew' and Shakespeare. Includes rich, exciting colour photos of performances of 'The
Taming of the Shrew' from around the world.

Origami
Providing complete coverage of the 2009 Edexcel IGCSE maths specification, this engaging work makes the information
accessible for every student. It contains exam practice throughout, with revision questions and practice exam questions.

Core Mathematics C3
Cambridge International AS and A Level Travel and Tourism offers comprehensive coverage with an international
perspective and in-depth analysis of all topics. There are free online resources available containing a wide range of
international case studies. - See more at: http://education.cambridge.org/eu/subject/business-and-economics/cambridgeinternational-as-and-a-level-travel-and-tourism#sthash.ShgL36lw.dpuf.
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Edexcel Igcse Human Biology. Student Book
Surveys the various techniques that can be used to evaluate students' learning, including summative, diagnostic, and
formative approaches and the assessment of specific skills

New Grade 9-1 GCSE Geography Edexcel A - Exam Practice Workbook
Edexcel Gcse Maths: Gcse: Edexcel Gcse Maths Higher Student Book
Edexcel International GCSE Mathematics Practice Books 1 and 2 provide a wealth of exercise and practice material for
students preparing for International GCSE Mathematics examinations.

Alex's Adventures in Numberland
This textbook offers a brand new approach to the study of Catholic Christianity which has been developed in close
consultation with teachers and religious organisations for the new Edexcel GCSE Religious Studies specification A.
Assessment guidance runs throughout, including practice questions and sample answer activities.

Edexcel IGCSE Further Pure Mathematics
This title provides complete coverage of the 2009 Edexcel IGCSE history specification. It provides a full-colour design and
engaging features makes the title accessible for every student. Contains exam practice throughout, with revision questions
and practice exam questions.

Penpals for Handwriting Year 1 Practice Book
Consultants are usually invited to work in an organisation when its own managers are unable to find solutions to business
problems. Then expert help is brought in - on a temporary basis. Systemic consulting is uniquely different from any other
consulting approach in that it is not the consultant who is the expert, but the organisation itself. The authors regard
organisations as living systems. Their grasp of what makes a living system, its characteristics and to what degree one can
recognise them in an organisation, is what they write about in the first chapter. In chapter two they give an insight into the
various sources of the systemic approach. In the third chapter they look more deeply into organisations as living systems.
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They discuss the fundamental needs that must be fulfilled in order to create a perfectly-sound organisational system. They
also describe some reaction patterns which organisations might show if one or more of these needs are not met. In chapter
four they encounter the systemic consultant. They start with the basic attitude needed to strengthen organisational
systems and continue by elaborating what is so specific about the way the systemic consultant works. There were two
reasons for writing the short, fifth, chapter about systemic coaching. There is its relationship with systemic consulting and
the fact that many consultants also work as coaches. As the focus of the book is on supporting and strengthening
organisational systems, this chapter, about individual coaching, is quite short. Consultants usually appear in organisations
when something has gone wrong or when managers can't fix the problem themselves. But the systemic approach really can
support the prevention of problems. It is satisfying when every person, carrying out their everyday tasks and duties,
contributes easily to the vital energy of an organisation. As this is mainly in the hands of team leaders, managers and
directors, chapter six offers some preventive and everyday systemic interventions as tools for these groups. In the seventh
and last chapter they will give you an idea of how to look systemically at the world around you.

Cambridge IGCSE Biology 3rd Edition
IGCSE Mathematics for Edexcel, 2nd edition has been updated to ensure that this second edition fully supports Edexcel's
International GCSE Specification A and the Edexcel Certificate in Mathematics. Written by an experienced examiner, teacher
and author, this is the perfect resource for Higher Tier students. Each chapter starts with key objectives and a starter
activity to introduce students to the content, and the straightforward explanations, worked examples and practice
questions which follow cover every type of problem students are likely to face in their final exam. 'Internet challenges' also
ensure regular and integrated use of ICT. The book is accompanied by an interactive CD-ROM, which includes a digital
version of the book, asnwers to all the questions and Personal Tutors to accompany every topic. Personal Tutors are
interactive audio-visual presentations of worked examples which help students consolidate their learning. This Student's
Book is accompanied by IGCSE Mathematics Practice for Edexcel, 2nd edition, which contains a wealth of exam-style
questions, and IGCSE Mathematics Teacher's Resource for Edexcel, which provides teaching and learning support.

Mathematics A - Linear Foundation
The School of Shakespeare - Vol. II is an unchanged, high-quality reprint of the original edition of 1878. Hansebooks is editor
of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science, travel and expeditions, cooking and nutrition,
medicine, and other genres. As a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature. Many works of historical
writers and scientists are available today as antiques only. Hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the
preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future.
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IB Mathematics Standard Level
Penpals for Handwriting is a complete handwriting scheme for 3-11 year olds. The Year 1 Penpals for Handwriting Practice
Book is designed for guided group work and individual practice, once the initial handwriting focus has been illustrated using
the Year 1 Penpals for Handwriting Interactive resource. Year 1 is the first time letters are used within words.

Activate: 11-14 (Key Stage 3): Activate 3 Teacher Handbook
Fold your own models of the Doctor, the TARDIS and monsters from all across time and space, with this brilliant Doctor Who
origami book. Follow the easy instructions to make a moving time rotor, a terrifying Weeping Angel, a brilliant bow tie, a
miniature K-9 and so much more. Containing 34 origami folding projects plus printed origami paper sheets, this is the ideal
creative title for any Doctor Who fan.

Bond 11+: Verbal Reasoning: Assessment Papers
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, Cambridge O Level Economics Workbook is designed to help learners
develop their understanding of economics, to build up skills and to enable them to assess their progress. The workbook can
be used in conjunction with the Cambridge O Level Economics textbook (ISBN 9781107612358) by the same author but
may also be used independently. It is divided into eight sections which correspond to the sections of the syllabus and the
textbook. Each section, in turn, is divided into ten parts.

Cambridge Primary English Stage 1 Learner's Book
Providing complete coverage of the 2009 Edexcel IGCSE human biology specification, this book helps students perform to
their best in the exam.

A Level Biology
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication.
This second edition, complete with CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core and
extended curriculum topics specified in the Cambridge IGCSE Biology syllabus. The book is supported by a CD-ROM
containing extensive revision and exam practice questions, background information and reference material.
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Cambridge International AS and A Level Travel and Tourism
"First published by Georgian Press (Jersey) Limited 2004"--T.p. verso.

Evaluation to Improve Learning
Summary and Note-Taking
Easing the transition from GCSE to AS level, this textbook meets the 2004 Edexcel specifications and provides numerous
worked examples and solutions to aid understanding of key concepts.

IGCSE Mathematics
Set in a courtly world of masked revels and dances, this play turns on the archetypal story of a lady falsely accused of
unfaithfulness, spurned by her bridegroom, and finally vindicated and reunited with him. Villainy, schemes, and deceits
threaten to darken the brilliant humor and sparkling wordplay–but the hilarious counterplot of a warring couple, Beatrice
and Benedick, steals the scene as the two are finally tricked into admitting their love for each other in Shakespeare’s
superb comedy of manners. Each Edition Includes: • Comprehensive explanatory notes • Vivid introductions and the most
up-to-date scholarship • Clear, modernized spelling and punctuation, enabling contemporary readers to understand the
Elizabethan English • Completely updated, detailed bibliographies and performance histories • An interpretive essay on film
adaptations of the play, along with an extensive filmography

Edexcel Igcse History
This fully accessible and differentiated Foundation student book contains on-page levelling for all questions to guide
students on how they can achieve their target grade.

IGCSE Chemistry
A hugely enjoyable, brilliantly researched explanation of the basic principles of maths.
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Play with Us
Ensure top marks and complete coverage for the new Edexcel International Level 1/Level 2 GCSE in Mathematics
(Specification A) (9-1) with Collins' fully revised and updated resources. Deliver the syllabus with confidence with full
support and guidance for teaching including editable versions of lesson plans. * Start teaching straight away with detailed
three-part lesson plans that include clear syllabus references, common mistakes and remediation, and useful tips for a fresh
approach. * Check and mark students' work with the answers for the Student Book exercises and examination sections. *
Personalise your course with our suggested Scheme of Work and editable lesson plans.

GCSE Religious Studies for Edexcel A: Catholic Christianity Student Book
Edexcel GCSE Maths, Higher Student Book has been created by experts to help deliver exam success in Edexcel's new
Maths GCSE. Written for Higher tier students, the book focusses on developing students' fluency in key mathematical skills
and problem solving using carefully chosen examples and extensive practice.

Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook with CD-ROM
Book 1a introduces Peter and Jane in 16 new words including 'and', 'I', 'likes' and 'has'.Once this book has been completed,
the child moves on to book 1b.

Cambridge O Level Economics Workbook
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest syllabus, this new edition of the the market-leading text
provides a true international perspective. This title has been endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the
latest Cambridge IGCSE (0450) and Cambridge O Level Business Studies (7115) syllabuses. - Offers an international
perspective through a wide range of up-to-date case studies - Reinforces understanding through a variety of activities and
discussion points - Provides examination preparation with revisions questions and summaries throughout - Written in
accessible language, but with plenty of detail for top-grade students

Systemic Consulting
Cambridge IGCSE Business Studies 4th edition
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"Gibbons begins with a strong theoretical underpinning for her practice, drawing on a functional model of language,
sociocultural theories of learning, and current research on second-language development. After supporting her view that
the regular curriculum offers the best language-learning environment for young ESL students, Gibbons demonstrates the
ways in which content areas provide a context for the teaching of English skills, from speaking and listening to reading and
writing. These skills can be integrated in the learning of diverse subjects as Gibbons illustrates with a wide range of
teaching and learning activities across the curriculum, supplemented with programming and assessment formats and
checklists."--BOOK JACKET.

The Taming of the Shrew
The Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook has been written and developed to provide full support for the University of
Cambridge International Examinations (CIE) IGCSE Physics syllabus (0625). The book is in full colour and includes a free CDROM. Topics are introduced in terms of their relevance to life in the 21st century. The CD-ROM offers a full range of
supporting activities for independent learning, with exemplar examination questions and worked answers with commentary.
Activity sheets and accompanying notes are also included on the CD-ROM.Written and developed to provide full support for
the Cambridge IGCSE Physics syllabus offered by CIE.

Romeo and Juliet
Activate 3 is the perfect solution for Y9 science. This teacher handbook accompanies the Activate 3 student book, and takes
a contextual approach to consolidate KS3 topics and prepare for KS4. Activate 3 provides plenty of practise at handling
data, using maths and extended writing - essential skills for KS4 success.

Much Ado About Nothing
This workbook is designed to build proficiency in algebra for students who want to progrss beyond algebra at Level 2, or
achieve a GCSE Mathematics Grade A or A*, or move with confidence into AS Mathematics.

Igcse Mathematics for Edexcel
An improved, larger-format edition of the Cambridge School Shakespeare plays, extensively rewritten, expanded and
produced in an attractive new design. An active approach to classroom Shakespeare enables students to inhabit
Shakespeare's imaginative world in accessible and creative ways. Students are encouraged to share Shakespeare's love of
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language, interest in character and sense of theatre. Substantially revised and extended in full colour, classroom activities
are thematically organised in distinctive 'Stagecraft', 'Write about it', 'Language in the play', 'Characters' and 'Themes'
features. Extended glossaries are aligned with the play text for easy reference. Expanded endnotes include extensive essaywriting guidance for 'Romeo and Juliet' and Shakespeare. Includes rich, exciting colour photos of performances of 'Romeo
and Juliet' from around the world.

Edexcel Award in Algebra Level 3 Workbook
Newly revised in line with the latest syllabus and with a modernised, student-friendly design, including a truly interactive
CD which provides additional practice for students and brings lab work to life with exciting activities and simulations.

The School of Shakespeare
A Midsummer-night's Dream
With more practice than any other resource, unrivalled guidance straight from the IB and the most comprehensive and
correct syllabus coverage, this student book will set your learners up to excel. The only resource written with the IB
curriculum team, it fully captures the IB philosophy and integrates the most in-depth assessment support.

Scaffolding Language, Scaffolding Learning
New edition of our best-selling IGCSE Mathematics textbook

Edexcel International GCSE Maths Teacher Guide
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication.
This new edition, complete with CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the core and
extended curriculum topics specified in the IGCSE Chemistry syllabus. The book is supported by a CD-ROM containing
extensive revision and exam practice questions, background information and reference material.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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